VILLAGE PUB is hiring now for MANY open positions.

Come to SEA and interview. Qualified candidates may receive immediate job offers!

Event Date:
- Friday, July 14, 2023, from 10am - Noon

Positions:
- Bartenders - $19.06/hr + tips
- Servers - $19.06/hr + tips
- Bussers - $19.56/hr - $20.56/hr + tips
- Dishwashers - $20.06/hr - $21.06/hr + tips
- Prep Cooks - $21.06/hr - $22.06/hr + tips
- Line Cooks - $22.06/hr - $24.56/hr + tips
- Assistant General Manager - $60,000 - $65,000 + bonus
- Restaurant Floor Manager - $55,000 - $60,000 + bonus

Hiring Event Location - Airport University Classroom @ SEA Airport:
- **Start at the Starbucks** behind the Sun Country/Frontier and Alaska Airlines ticketing counts at the far right of the Ticketing level. Go down the small hallway on the left of the Starbucks cashier and their food counters and take the elevator at the end of the hallway to Floor 2, exiting to your right for the event.
- General Parking will be validated. Please bring your parking ticket with you. Most open spots are found on the top floor 8.

** Airport Jobs is a program of Port Jobs. Port Jobs is not the hiring employer for this event. Port Jobs is not responsible for the actions of the hiring employer. **